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Artificial
Intelligence
Basics

What is AI? Some Key Concepts
Strong AI (e.g., “artificial general
intelligence”): a replication of
broad human cognitive function, an
artificial human brain

E.g. HAL 9000, Blade Runner
“replicants,” Westworld “hosts”

Machine Learning: algorithms capable of improving their
performance through an iterative process of deriving correlations or
decision rules through examination of data sets

Weak AI (e.g., “narrow artificial intelligence”)/Automated
Decision- making: algorithms capable of accomplishing particular
cognitive tasks
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Basic Learning Model
Data Characterization
Step: Chair or Table
• Back present?
• Top present?
• Upholstery present?

Training Phase:
Typical chair: Yes, No,
Yes or 101
Typical table: No, Yes, No
or 010

Input

Learning Phase: Pattern
& Relationship
Recognition
• Learns to associate
chair with a value of 1
and table value of 0

Learning Phase: New
Data
• New image of a stool
• Network categorizes
image based on
recognized patterns

Analysis
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Output & Feedback
Phase:
• If network output = table
• Feedback, manual or
sensor, can provide
correction

Output

Big Data - A Required Tool for AI
Volume

Velocity
• Data in
Motion
• Algorithms
• Data Streams
• Real Time

Viability
• Selection
• Relevance
• Relationship

•Enterprise Data
•Transactional
Data
•Social Media
•Public Data
•User Data

Big
Data
Veracity
• Data Quality
• Uncertainty
• Security
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Value
• Modeling
• Prediction
• Management

Variety
• Structured
• Unstructured
• Databases
• Data Types

Not All Data Are Created Equal
 Large upfront costs to convert data from a native to a useable format
– Data sets contain structured and unstructured data


Valuable information may be stored in the unstructured format, such as subjective
observations and notes



Data owners may be reticent to provide unstructured data



Resources may be required to extract unstructured data

– Data sets are not stored in a common format – often stored in proprietary

digital formats



Translation costs to a common format

 Confirm accuracy and correct errors
 PII De-identification Procedures
– Stripping may remove valuable information, such as data of individuals over

time

– Masking may be preferred
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AI Model Development
Obtain Data

Infrastructure

Genuine data
from diverse
data sets

Validation

Predictive
accuracy

Storage and
management of large
training data sets

AI
Model
Development

Training

Processing Power

Larger complex data
sets require significant
processing capabilities

Data Annotation

Industry experts and
engineers train the
software

Industry experts
provide consistent
analysis to data
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Emerging Applications for Business
 Advances in data, analytics, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning are

reshaping the business landscape and enabling the emergence of new business
innovations

 Some applications:
–

hiring decisions

–

targeted advertising

–

self-driving vehicles

–

image recognition/medical diagnosis

–

fraud detection

–

cybersecurity

–

autonomous weapons systems

–

criminal sentencing

–

customer engagement (Chatbots)

–

Internal business uses
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Industry Potential
 Growth and Impact:
– A “fourth industrial revolution”?
– One study predicts the AI market will grow to $38.6 billion in the next 10

years, up from $644 million in 2016 (InsideSales.com)

– AI could boost profitability globally by as much as 38 percent by 2035

(Accenture)

 How can entrants seek to leverage cooperative

exchange of data

 What protections can be afforded to these

innovations in the US
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Foundational Principles of Ethical AI
 Fairness
– does it avoid social and economic exclusion and
discrimination or bias
 Safety
– is it safe and secure throughout the operational
lifetime, and where necessary verifiably so
 Transparency
– does it provide sufficient information to users so
that they can make informed decisions
 Reflective of culture and values
– Avoidance of taboo applications: mass surveillance

and social scoring

Fairness

Ethical
AI
Safety &
Integrity

Transparency

 Application of governance where risk exists
 Ethical purpose/Net good to society
Ethics are dependent on the cultural context in which communal values are shared.
Whose ethics and whose values are to be encoded in our AI?
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AI &
Energy
Introduction

Unlocking the Potential of AI

Oil & Gas
Yield optimization
Manufacturing optimization
Product demand
Supply chain management
Capital expenditures
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AI in the Energy Industry
 Upstream
–

Exploration and discovery of resource pools

–

Evaluation of subsurface data for efficiency of deposits or safety

–

Predictive maintenance

–

Oil corrosion risk

 Midstream
–

Predictive maintenance

–

Safety risks

–

Supply and demand forecasting in transportation scheduling

 Downstream
–

Predictive maintenance

–

Respond to shifts in consumer demand

–

Identify shifts in refinement quality

–

Monitor storage capacity
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AI in the Energy Industry
 Operational efficiencies
– More efficient
– Less costly
– Increased worker safety
– Quicker to react to emergencies and new

developments

 Challenges
– Systems compatibility between upstream, midstream

and downstream operators

– Veracity of data
– Security of IoT sensors and devices
– Processing capacity and real time response
– Validation phase longer for high risk oil and gas

industry
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AI Ventures in the Energy Industry

 Robotic ocean exploration

– ExxonMobil and MIT collaboration
– Robots equipped with AI sensing capabilities


Detects oil seeps

– Benefits


Indicators of undiscovered resource pools



Worker safety

– Challenges


Effectiveness



Security



Safe navigation



Self-repair

Source: Illustration by Jack Cook, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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AI,
Medical Device
& Digital Health
Devices

Unlocking the Potential of AI

Beyond Diagnostics
Trial recruitment
Disease progression
Claims processing
Targeted marketing
Distribution management
Manufacturing optimization
Sales and demand forecasting
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Unified Analytics
 Powering decision making in preventative care,

disease management, population health, and
organizational administration

Data Aggregation
& Interoperability

Clinical
Analytics

Patient
Biometrics

Clinical Decision/Interventional
Support Tools
19

Predictive
Analytics

Predictive Analytics in HCP Data Management
 Shift towards value based care in reimbursement increasing requirements on

HCPs to demonstrate the value of services and devices

 HCPs are shifting towards predictive analytics and consumer-facing mobile

applications and wearables to uncover patterns in patient data

 Leveraging existing systems for integrations with AI to create new ‘smart’

devices

– Clinical decision support tools in which the device itself recognizes abnormalities and

significant changes to alert HCP

– Clinical interventional support tools through integrations with wearable healthcare

devices for real time patient monitoring and early warning of significant adverse events

 Industry trends: chronic disease management, combating the opioid crisis, and

reducing unnecessary ER visits

 Medical and ethical considerations
– Underlying data subject assumptions and bias
– Risk of misdiagnosis; health risks that patient did not consent to knowing
20

Successful HCP Data Collaborations
 Premier and IBM Partnership
– Use IBM data platform to build an open-

standard, data-metric platform to allow
hospitals in Premier's network to share
data

– The goal is to avoid overtreatments-

including unnecessary ER visits-hospital
readmissions and medical errors through
access to comprehensive hospital data

– 157 of Premier’s participating hospitals

cut spending by $2.85 billion through
reduction of unnecessary procedures,
readmissions, ER visits, and hospital
acquired health conditions.
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U.S. LAWS AND
REGULATORY
EXPECTATIONS

Legislative Landscape
Federal
Law

Regulated
Information

Regulations

Private
Right
of
Action

Criminal
Penalty

Financial
Institutions

nonpublic
personal
information

• Opt-out
• Disclosure
• Data security
requirements

N

Y

Fair Credit
Reporting Act
(FCRA)

Users,
providers and
agencies

Information used
for employment,
housing, credit,
or insurance
determinations

• Accuracy & use
re: consumer
reports
• Disclosure

Y

Y

Consumer
Financial
Protection Act
(CFPA)

Entities offering
consumer
financial
products or
services

• Regulates
“unfair,
deceptive, or
abusive”
practices

N

N

Gramm-LeachBliley Act
(GLBA)

Regulated
Parties
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Legislative Landscape
Federal
Law

Regulated
Parties

The Communications Act

Common
carriers, cable
and satellite
operators

CPNI and PII

Health
Insurance
Portability and
Accountability
Act (HIPAA)

Health care
providers,
plans and
clearinghouses

PHI

Educational
agencies and
institutions

Education
records

Family
Educational
Rights and
Privacy Act
(FERPA)

Regulated
Information

Regulations
and
Requirements

Private
Right
of
Action

Criminal
Penalty

• Consent
• Disclosure
• Data security

Y

Y

•
•
•
•

N

Y

N

N

Consent
Disclosure
Data security
Data breach
disclosure

• Consent
• Disclosure
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Legislative Landscape
Federal
Law

Regulated
Parties

Regulated
Information

Video Privacy
Protection Act
(VPPA)

Video tape
service
providers

PII

Children’s
Online Privacy
Protection Act
(COPPA)

Website
operators and
online service
providers

PII from
children under
13

Federal
Securities
Laws

Publicly traded
companies
other entities
which file SEC
reports
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Regulations
and
Requirements

Private
Right
of
Action

Criminal
Penalty

• Consent

Y

N

• Consent
• Disclosure
• Data security

N

N

• Data security
• Data breach

Y

Y

Legislative Landscape
Federal
Law

Regulated
Parties

Regulated
Information

Regulations
and
Requirements

Private
Right
of
Action

Criminal
Penalty

Electronic
Communications Privacy
Act (ECPA)

All persons or
entities

wire, oral or
electronic
communications

• Authorization
requirements for
intercepting
communications

Y

Y

Computer
Fraud and
Abuse Act
(CFAA)

All persons or
entities

Info on a
protected
computer

• Authorization
requirements for
accessing
computer
information

Y

Y

• Regulates “unfair
or deceptive”
trade practices

N

N

Federal Trade
Commission
Act (FTC Act)

All entities
except
common
carriers,
financial
entities &
nonprofits
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Legislative Landscape
Federal
Law

Equal Credit
Opportunity Act
(ECOA)

Regulated
Parties

Regulated
Information

All creditors
and entities
engaged in
offering credit
products
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Regulations
and
Requirements

Private
Right
of
Action

Criminal
Penalty

• Prohibits credit
discrimination
based on
protected
characteristics

Y

N

Additional Regulation for Medical Device Software
by the FDA
 Rapidly evolving area of regulation
 FDA Digital Health Program tasked with developing and implementing a

new regulatory model for digital health technology

 Non-binding FDA guidance documents are helpful, but of limited use
 December 2016 Congress enacted the 21st Century Cures Act (“Cures

Act”) clarifying the FDA’s jurisdiction over digital health products,
excluding certain types of medical software from the definition of device.

 Software that analyzes data to help HCPs make clinical decisions may

or may not be exempt from FDA jurisdiction, depending on the ability of
HCP using the software to independently review the basis for clinical
recommendation
– If the recommendation were based on non-public information, this may

not meet the requirements of independent evaluation

– How will this be interpreted in light of AI’s proprietary algorithms?
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AI Entity Complaint - FTC Act
“violates the Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act”

 Unfair trade practices

complaint to FTC

“children’s development,
educational, scholarship, and
employment opportunities may be
unfairly hindered by low and
inaccurate scores”

 UTR's proprietary

technology ranks
student athletes

 Unfair trade practices

“players are unable to determine
how the ratings are derived or
challenge their accuracy”

standard

–

substantial injury to consumers,
not reasonably avoidable, and
not outweighed by the benefit to
consumers or competition

open ranking systems exist that
provide just as much benefit
-epic.org
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Federal and State Legislative Action on AI

Federal
legislative
developments

State
legislative
developments
Local
legislative
developments

• U.S. Senate Subcommittee Hearings on “Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence” (December 2017)
• U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee Hearing on “Artificial Intelligence –
With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility” (June 2018): potential labor
displacement, public-private cooperation, potential imminence of artificial
general intelligence
• Various bills introduced to form committees to investigate and recommend
legislation on artificial intelligence

• Vermont H.B. 378 creates a task force to study AI and potential regulation (NY,
PA, and VA have similar bills pending)
• California ACR-215 expressing support for the “23 Asilomar AI Principles” in the
development of AI and regulation

• New York City: Automated Decision System Task Force (Jan. 2018)
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EU LAWS AND
REGULATORY
EXPECTATIONS

Legal Landscape in the European Union
 The General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR) provides a
general framework for
processing personal data and
expressly addresses automated
decision-making and profiling

 Preliminary guidance for AI

released by EU government
bodies and regulators
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GDPR:Article 5: General Principles for Processing
Lawfulness, fairness, and transparency—Art. 5(1)(a)
• E.g., algorithms should not create or perpetuate bias or discrimination

Purpose limitation— Art. 5(1)(b)
• E.g., secondary uses should be “compatible” with primary purpose (but see exception for
statistical purposes)

Data minimization and storage limitation— Art. 5(1)(c) and (e)
• E.g., use methods that reduce personal data required and anonymize/pseudonymize data
where possible

Accuracy— Art. 5(1)(d)
• E.g., datasets should be representative and algorithms should produce accurate results

Integrity and confidentiality— Art. 5(1)(f)
Accountability— Art. 5(2)
• E.g., algorithm design should allow company to demonstrate compliance with substantive
principles
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GDPR:Automated Decision Making
Automated decision-making and profiling—Art. 22:
• Right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing (including profiling)
producing legal or similarly significantly effects to the individual
• Except where based on explicit consent, necessary for a contract, or authorized by EU or member
state law
• Includes routine application of automatic generated profiles without actual influence on the result
• Includes decisions that affect a legal right or status, rights under a contract, significantly affects
circumstances, behavior or choices of the individual, has prolonged or permanent impact, or leads to
exclusion or discrimination.

Decisions not based “solely” on automated processing
• Identify and record the degree of any human involvement in decision-making
• Ensure that any oversight of the decision is meaningful, rather than a token gesture. Oversight
should be carried out by one with the authority and competence to change the decision

“suitable measures” to safeguard rights, freedoms, and interests:
• Obtain human intervention
• Express his or her point of view
• Contest decision
• Receive an explanation of the decision
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GDPR:Automated Decision Making Guidance
Notice requirements
• The existence of automated decision-making
• Meaningful information about the logic involved and the significance and consequences of
processing for the data subject
• Rationale behind the decision
• Criteria relied upon and factors taken into account
• Real-world examples that illustrate potential effects (e.g., impact of driving habits on insurance)
• Other information necessary to reduce consumer “surprise”
• But not necessarily a complex explanation of the algorithms used or disclosure of the full algorithm

Additional Article 29 Working Party recommendations:
• Regular quality assurance checks and algorithmic auditing
• Contractual assurances of auditing and testing
• Clear retention periods for profiles and personal data
• Anonymization or pseudonymization
• A mechanism for human intervention in defined cases
• Ethics review boards
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Other European Guidance and Developments
 European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS)
− Concerns: respecting the dignity of the person, personhood and personal data
inseparable, weakening of democratic governance, discrimination,
− Recommendations: transparency, privacy by design solutions, internal
controls, impact assessments, and audit trails
 European Commission
− respects fundamental rights, ethical principals and societal values
− Technically robust and reliable
− Considering amendments to products liability and machine directives
 EU Commissioner for Competition
 National data protection authorities have issued guidance on AI:
− UK ICO (Sept. 2017)
− French CNIL (Dec. 2017)
− Norwegian DPA (Jan. 2018)
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Emerging Principles from EU Guidance
Increase transparency and explainability

Transparency

• Explain how systems process data and how they reach their
conclusions (Norwegian DPA)
• Visualization tools to improve consumer comprehension
(CNIL, ICO)
• Train AI developers and users (CNIL)
Establish auditing and governance procedures

Governance

• Ethical principles (ICO) and ethics review boards (ICO, CNIL)
• Internal or third-party auditing (ICO, CNIL, Norwegian DPA) or
government audits (CNIL)
• Certifications (CNIL)

Implement Privacy by Design

Privacy by Design

• Conduct DPIAs
• Data minimization and anonymization methods (ICO,
Norwegian DPA)
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ETHICAL
PRINCIPLES
AND
INDUSTRY
INITIATIVES

Asilomar AI Principles

Research Issues

Ethics and Values

• Research Goal
• Research Funding
• Science-Policy Link
• Research Culture
• Race Avoidance

• Safety
• Failure Transparency
• Judicial Transparency
• Responsibility
• Value Alignment
• Human Values
• Personal Privacy
• Liberty and Privacy
• Shared Benefit
• Shared Prosperity
• Human Control
• Non-subversion
• AI Arms Race
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Longer-term
Issues
• Capability Caution
• Importance
• Risks
• Recursive selfimprovement
• Common Good

Proposed AI Ethical Principles and Frameworks

Various
stakeholders
have issued
ethical
principles for
AI and big
data
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The Center
for
Democracy &
Technology
(CDT) distilled
common
principles in
its “Digital
Decisions"
guidance:
•Fairness
•Explainability
•Auditability
•Reliability

CDT also
designed a
tool to help
companies
create and
deploy
algorithms in
a responsible
manner

Proposed AI Ethical Principles and Frameworks
The Future of Privacy Forum (FPF) and Immuta recently issued a
White Paper: “Beyond Explainability: A Practical Guide to Managing
Risk in Machine Learning Models”
The White Paper proposes a framework for managing risks in AI
systems:
•
•
•
•
•

Clearly document initial objectives, underlying assumptions, and tradeoffs
Establish a review process with clearly defined roles and responsibilities
Conduct effective risk management of the underlying data
Use output data to expose issues and risks
Replace or remove models from production when necessary

FPF also has convened an AI and Machine Learning Working Group
to discuss privacy issues and challenges and develop a set of best
practices
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Industry Initiatives: Development of AI Principles
Partnership on AI, a multi-stakeholder organization
founded by several technology companies, is
working to increase public awareness and develop
best practices for fair, transparent, and accountable
AI, as well as applying AI in safety-critical areas

Individual technology
companies have published
their own publicly-available
AI principles

The Software and Information
Industry Association (SIIA) issued
“Ethical Principles for Artificial
Intelligence and Data Analytics” in
late 2017
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Google
Microsoft
IBM
Axon

Includes specific
principles for
disparate impact
assessment

Industry Initiatives: Ethics Boards
Some companies have established ethics
boards, committees, or research groups to
explore the ethical and real-world impacts of AI

For example:
Google
• internal AI
ethics board
• research group
to explore the
real-world
impacts of AI
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Microsoft

Axon

• internal AI ethics
board (Aether)
• research group
social implications
of AI (FATE:
Fairness,
Accountability,
Transparency, and
Ethics in AI)

• external advisory
board in 2018
composed of
experts on AI,
computer
science, privacy,
law enforcement,
civil liberties, and
public policy

Industry Initiatives: AI Tools to Detect Bias


Companies also have developed tools to
help detect algorithmic bias
− IBM’s AI Fairness 360 tool enables
developers and end users of AI to
check for unwanted bias in datasets
and machine learning models and
mitigate such bias
− Google’s What-If Tool helps analyze
machine-learning models for bias,
including by detecting
misclassifications and investigating
model performance across different
subgroups
− Facebook’s Fairness Flow tool allows
FB developers to measure algorithms
for bias
− Microsoft is developing a tool to
automatically identify bias in a range
of AI algorithms
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OTHER
LEGAL
CONSIDERATIONS

IP Considerations


Some of the most valuable assets you have is IP
and the data used to train analytics



Patent
– Merely assembling, organizing or manipulating
data is not patentable; but aspects of the
overall project may be



Copyright
– Must involve some human activity for machine-

Patents
(some
aspects
protectable)

Intellectual
Property

Copyright data
sets, reports,
and design
information

Trade Secrets (data,
compositions, algorithms,
processes)

generated works

– Copyright Compilation into a database is

protectable



Trade Secret
– Algorithms and processes whether or not

patentable



Data
annotation

Training
Data

PII

Contractual protections
Raw/aggregated data
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Licensing Considerations


Evaluating AI IP in the transaction
−

Adequate protection of trade secrets

−

Breadth of license coverage




Ownership underlying data/trained AI

Ownership of or license to
–

Scope of license grant/permitted use

–

Ownership of/license to subsequent modifications and enhancements

–

Ownership/license/disclosure of derivative works resulting from analysis of data


Avoid limitations on use imposed by collaborative data sharing platforms (e.g. IBM)



Consulting agreement for data annotation, data itself may be of limited use without
annotation (particularly for AI applications)



Subsequent publications and acknowledgement



Privacy, security, and confidentiality requirements
–

Terms of use/consumers reasonable expectations



Regulatory compliance (e.g. HIPAA, GDPR, CCPA, and other letters)



Exclusivity: restriction on licensing identical data sets to different licensees



Termination for unreliable or outdated databases
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AI Liability Risks
 Risks
– IP infringement
– Privacy laws
– Product liability
– Antitrust concerns regarding algorithm collusion


Use of the same data or similar tools by competitors may create an inference of
coordinated pricing or production levels

– Cybersecurity

 Mitigation of risks
– Standard reps/warranties and specific indemnifications
– Insurance coverage
– Increased due diligence practices
– Early antitrust compliance review for product effects on pricing or access to

competitive products
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AI, Networked Devices & Cybersecurity

 Secure infrastructure to address AI security concerns
– Ensure the integrity of decisions from AI
– Defend against adversarial control of training data


A malicious actor needs only to make subtle, almost unnoticeable changes to the
data, which could undermine the way an AI algorithm works and create erroneous
health diagnoses or treatment recommendations

 Connected devices are more vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks than

traditional, non-networked devices

 Level of security needed depends on a number of factors:
– Intended use
– Intended environment
– Interfaces to outside world
– Types and likelihood of cybersecurity vulnerabilities
– Level of consumer harm
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